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We are all fascinated by horses whether it is their speed, beauty, strength, or just the joy of riding

them, they remain one of nature s most fascinating creatures. This book is a horse lovers dream

filled with over 100 gorgeous full color photographs of horses of all breeds and colors, from ponies

to colts in the natural world which horse lovers of all ages will spend hours looking at. Beyond the

photos, there is also plenty of information on horses, and even the spiritual nature of horses and

their place in history, folklore, myths and legends. The book features more than 100 full color

photographs. It also includes both a detailed index, and full glossary of horse related terms and

information
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Having practically grown on the back of a horse, I am delighted. Unfortunately for me, the book is a

birthday gift to my niece. She has a horse that she finagled to bring with her to her university. Like

me, she has loved horses all her life. I feel sure she will be wowed!

This is a gift for my niece who loves horses and has decorated her home in horse decor. This is a

beautifully illustrated hardcover book. Great for a coffee table!

Excellent reading for anyone who loves horses. Reading for all ages.

This is a good "coffee table book", especially if there is a horse lover in the house. I purchased this

as a gift, and it was greatly appreciated by my horse lover friend. It is beautifully illustrated...a book



someone would enjoy browsing through from time to time when relaxing. A good purchase!

I haven't actually had time to read the text yet, but The stunning photography is enough all in itself.

Highly recommend to anyone who is in love with these elegant creatures.

Amazing! I dug and dug for information from my niece about what she wanted for Christmas. It was

coming down to the last minute when her dad told me that he had noticed she was interested in

horses. Since it's so close to Christmas I was desperate to find something so I quickly did an .com

search for 'horses' and found this book. I didn't know what to expect but I was desperate and the

price was right so I bought it. It arrived right on time and I was so pleasantly surprised I could have

squealed! I would have paid twice what I paid for this book had I known how high the quality was. I

love horses too so I spent a lot of the time I had allotted myself for wrapping to browse through it

and it was hard to put down. The photos are absolutely gorgeous. The paper is very high quality

and the size is big enough to be considered a coffee table book. Just a couple of days ago I had no

clue what to get for my niece and now I am thrilled to know I'll be giving her what is sure to be a

treasured book for her library for years to come. I would give this six stars if I could!

I gave this book as a Christmas present to two horse lovers and they loved it. The book has

beautiful pictures and a good amount of text.

I bought this for my two year old brother. He loves horses and he spends everyday with a significant

amount of time with this book. The photography is gorgeous and he is amazed at the different

breeds (ever since he discovered the Shire Horse he is determined to collect all Shire horse models

).
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